'gmen grow the rushes-o"
was a realist over most matters, and had opposed my idea of going
on the stage; but I believe my sister, who backed my ardent
claims, had stuffed him up with a notion that a career would
automatically follow training, and all he had to do was to pay the
.fees for four terms. So—"Have you heard anything yet ?" "No
. . . not yet/5 Mr. Beerbohm Tree was certainly taking his time
about it!
Meanwhile, with three volumes of poetry of the Pierrotic
period, I would scull down alone to the backwater called Paradise,
during these hours empty of other boats, pull up and make fast
with some skill to the palisade of a little flight of marble steps lead-
ing to nowhere, and flumping down comfortably on all the cushions,
surrender mind and body and soul to solitude. I think, looking
back, that "body'* got the best of it ; the exercise and then the
solitude and the loveliness of the stream really did help to soothe
all that adolescent turmoil and dissatisfaction; "mind" was not
receiving much—it needed direction; and soul was simply a morass
of dreams patched with gold and purple, with king-cups, flag
irises and marsh marigolds—or do I mean xnarshmallows ?
Summer was over, that unprofitable summer; and having no
home (the dirge keeps recurring) my parents went to Switzerland
for the winter and dragged me along with them ...
They chose Montreux, where I had been at a finishing school
two years before. The lake and the mountains were more bracing
than the backwaters of the Thames, and as Romance was still
behaving in the offhand, vagrant style of a kingfisher whom by
rumour somebody else had seen some time, somewhere, I made
a vain attempt to put salt on its tail: I pleaded for kave to
accept an invitation from a pretty, friendly Httle German woman
staying at the same hotel, who asked me to go presently and stay
with her at Pforzheim and she would introduce me, she declared,
to a great many charming young men who would all fall madly in
love with the little English girl.
Romance beckoned, tantalized me. Of course Pforzheim was
the place... "It** was waiting at Pforzheim... As I come down
the great staircase (of the Bahnhof, presumably) they will be
flinging flowers and chocolates and necklaces, and singing waltz
tunes by Lehar and Strauss and Fall! All the same, I think Father
was mad to let me go. I was still only eighteen and, as you will
have seen, unsophisticated and absurd in most of my ideas; and
he knew nothing of my pretty friendly little German hostess, nor
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